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Do you dread work functions? Are you anxious at parties? Avoid networking events? One of the

biggest epiphanies I had in life was that social skills are just that...skills. You are no more naturally

shy than you are naturally unable to drive a car. You just don't have the practice or guide to teach

you. That's where The Alpha Male's Guide to Mastering the Art of Small Talk comes in! Want to be

more magnetic, attractive, and able to win friends and influence people? Then look no further! The

Alpha Male's Guide to Mastering the Art of Small Talk presents a step-by-step process to enhance

your social skills and intelligence. What can social skills do for you? More Relationships More

Efficiency: Avoid People You Don't Like Better Career Opportunities Become More Attractive to

Women Great Communication Skills Improved Quality of Life Sound good? Here's what you'll learn:

The Art of Small Talk The Alpha Male Communicator The Mindset Behind Great Communication

Getting Out of Your Head Practical Tips to Become Present Conversation and Context Icebreakers

for Attracting Women Approaching Women in ANY Setting Business Communication Tactics The

Art of Giving Value Making the Right First Impression Building Attraction: The Volume Knob Analogy

The Building Blocks of Charisma Effective Listening And much, much more... Mastering the Art of

Small Talk will take your life to the next level! It did for me! Imagine being able to walk into a

crowded room and completely work it. Imagine being confident in moving to a new city and being

able to make friends in no time. Imagine going up to the hottest girl you see and conversing as if

you are talking to your best friend.
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The first thing you think of when you hear the phrase "alpha male" is an over-powering male. This

book I feel has great advice not just for men, but also for women. I found the book to be very

enlightening and full of great advice in how to present oneself to the world. It isn't easy to make the

first move, to stand with confidence, or even maintain eye contact. But, this book offers up some tips

on how to present the best version of you. While it is geared more toward a male demographic. I

think women can most definitely benefit from this book as well! I know I did. I highly recommend this

book!

The lessons are pretty useful. Definitely worth the time reading wth Kindle Unlimited.The typos and

grammatical errors really take away from the overall readability of the book though.I found myself

skimming over a few parts that seemed like filler as well.If I had paid full retail for it, I would be a little

irritated.If it were my book, I would edit anything that doesn't directly contribute to each section. And

then I would pay someone on Fiverr to proofread it.The information is good. This book could easily

get four and five star reviews with an investment of time or a little money.

Making small talk can be trying especially for an introvert. Some people may be able to identify with

your lame jokes while others may find them crappy. So, if you're searching for some ways to project

yourself as a good conversationalist within your social circles or business niche, you'll find this book

a helpful read to some extent.

This book was a disappointment. The author writes about petty subject matter that most of us men

are aware of. I was hoping that it would have been more intense than just brushing briefly on basic

topics. If you are in search of detail information, you won't find it in this book. On a positive note, it

was very, very, easy reading and not much of it. More of a romper room hand book.

This guide for Alpha Males is really effective. This can help a male to mold and change his behavior

socially and emotionally. The psychological experiments given inside are tested and proven to be

influential. This is actually a good read not just for males but also for us females. This helps us

understand males and their behaviors. A great book to share and discuss!

Great intro to become aware of the other person and how to connect. Great book for beginners, who

wAnts to understand how to be engaged with other people by asking them questions and fully

interested with their needs. Key, make them talk about themselves. And you instantly become



sensational.

This seems to be yet another writer who doesn't think he'll be competitive in his own genre on , so

he's spamming other categories. Not very Alpha Male of him. Mr Lysaght, why list your book under

Antiques & Collectibles, when it's more appropriately placed under Business Communication?

Because you don't think you'll cut it there with the big boys, obviously. And if YOU think your own

book isn't good enough to place in the correct category, why should anyone else bother with it?

I am really not a good talker. One of the things that Iâ€™m afraid to do is to do the first move of the

conversation. I donâ€™t know where to start, I donâ€™t know what I have to say and all that. So, I

got this book, hoping that it can help me and it did! This book has helped me a lot to conquer my

fears. It also boosts my confidence. Darren Nash is definitely a good author and I already consider

him as a friend. This book helped me get my first girlfriend and we enjoy each otherâ€™s company.
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